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They’re open 24 hours. Full bar. Incredible
buffets for those on the go.
FRONT PORCH CAFÉ
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After 17 years of serving South Beach locals the
freshest, impeccable meals in generous portions,
this restaurant has nothing to prove. It’s the best
for casual fare at any time, but especially for
their breakfasts. A great menu with the most
reasonable prices. You might have to wait, but be
patient, it’s well worth the effort as Larry, Michael,
and Dawn cater to your every need.
JOEY’S
2506 NW 2nd Ave., Miami |
305.438.0488
Swing by this new artsy Italian eatery for
some incredibly authentic Italian nibbles as
chef Ivo takes you on a culinary journey
through the Veneto region of Italy. The mista
salad is a great way to kick off your meal and
the spaghetti alle vongole – spaghetti with
mussels – or the butter flied beef tenderloin
are two tasty dishes to enjoy as an entrée.
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Gourmet pizza is award winning and Swing by this new artsy Italian eatery for
nationally recognized! Additional Italian some incredibly authentic Italian nibbles
menu selections include paninis, salads, as chef Ivo takes you on a culinary
soups, desserts. Serves beer and wine. journey through the Veneto region of
Now Serving Frankie’s Philly Cheese Italy. The mista salad is a great way to
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restaurant concept is now in Miami Beach,
and offering an assortment of delicious
Kones, sushi rolls, sakes, and salads.
Swing by for Sake-Bomb Fridays starting
Nov. 20th at 6 p.m. for $5 sake-bombs
and free sushi.
LA SANDWICHERIE
229 14th St., MB | 305.532.8934
Sandwiches and salads along with fruit
smoothies and shakes is what you will find
at this landmark sandwich shop on 14th
Street between Washington and Collins.
It’s one of the best places on the Beach
for an outstanding selection of light fare
with a French flair. Very reasonable prices.
0QFO GSPN  BN UP  BN BOE EFMJWFSZ
until 10 p.m.
MAYA TAPAS & GRILL
809 Lincoln Road, MB | 305.538.0058
Lincoln Road is jam packed with some
of the trendiest places to grab a bite
in SoBe, and Maya is definitely one of
them. Indulge in their succulent steak
and imbibe on one of their fantastic wine
selections – all while enjoying a front
row seat of Miami’s most beautiful and
glamorous!

DR. GREGG A. PIZZI, PSYCHOLOGIST

LOOKING TO GET LUCKY?

20 | wire magazine | wireweekly.com

look at other people, the way we dress, and the things
we say, all influence our ultimate reality. The world picks
up on the unconscious clues we give away about what we
are thinking and how we are feeling, and these indirect
communications tell others how we expect to be treated.
Body language is particularly powerful, as it may betray
our true feelings even when we think we have led others to
believe something else.
Having a positive attitude about life, and about oneself, is
essential to feeling ‘lucky.’ I once heard that people who
consider themselves lucky are more likely to view the glass
as half-full, while people who view themselves as unlucky
are more likely to perceive the glass as half-empty.
So, I have a question for you: Is this going to be your lucky day?
Dr. Gregg A. Pizzi, Licensed Psychologist, specializes in the
Emotional Health & Wellness of the GLBT community. An
Imago Relationship Therapist and HIV Psychologist Trainer,
he can be reached at 1-888-DRPIZZI or www.DrPizzi.com

